
 

                         Popcorn Ceiling  

                  Remover 
 

 

Remove all types of painted textures 

from drywall and other hard surfaces! 

 

✓ Strip thick multiple paint layers and painted drywall mud textures safely 

from drywall and other hard surfaces! 

 

✓ The only DIY friendly painted texture remover in the world that is dust free 

and works! 

 

✓ A weekend project starter that updates your whole house.  

 

✓ Generates start to finish adding on sales throughout your stores. 

 

✓ Customers will save 60% over cost of hiring a contractor. 

 

✓ The average contractor will save 60% in labor hours. 

 

✓ Skin safe, fume free, no drip easy to use gel formula! 

 

✓ Completely indoor safe with a very low VOC% that’s great for all year-

round projects! 

 

 



 

Popcorn Ceiling  

Remover 

Technical Data Sheet 

 

Description 
 

This painted drywall texture coating remover is a non-toxic water-based remover with a neutral PH suitable for 

all woods, metals (including aluminium), concrete, stone, brick, and drywall. EZ Strip Popcorn Ceiling 

Remover is designed to remove painted ceiling/wall textures & multi-layered paints from surfaces safely, and 

dust free. 

 

 

Physical Properties 

This 100% cling gel gives a slight almond odour but without any fumes. Gel is easily cleaned up with just water 

and is skin safe. Product is tinted blue to ensure even application. 

 

Typical Performance 
 

Paint     30 minutes to 1 hour 

Multi-layered paint   1 – 12 hours 

Painted Spray Textures (Popcorn) 4 – 12 hours 

Painted Hand Textures (Swirl) 4 – 12 hours 

 

The above times are approximations and subject to substrate, thickness of texture, and layers of paint. 
If possible, always test a small area first for best removal time. Coverage is approximately 20 – 25 square feet per 
liter 

 
Environmental 
 

VOC content of this product is minimal, 0.000004%.  

 

All materials are readily biodegradable & water soluble 

 

EZ Strip Popcorn Ceiling Remover is not a marine pollutant and can enter water-courses and drains, care must 

be taken to ensure that any paint solids do not enter surface water drains.  Disposal of this product or any by-

products should at all times comply with the requirements of the Environmental Protection Act and its 

subsidiary regulations and any regional Local Authority requirements. 



Popcorn Ceiling  

Remover 
 

See our how-to videos on MAXstrip.ca 

For detailed instructions and project demos!  

 
 

Instructions for Use 

 
Shake well before use. Use painters’ tape and drop sheets to cover 

any surfaces you don’t intend to strip. Apply (brush or roll on) a 

liberal coating of MAX Strip. For extra thick coatings, apply a 

second coat after 10 minutes. Cover area with plastic film to prevent 

product from drying. Do not let MAX Strip dry out as it will stop 

working, if MAX Strip does dry out, re-apply. 
 

 
 

Allow plastic covered MAX Strip to work for 4 to 12 hours, 

depending on thickness of paint & coating. Using a scraper blade, 

test a small area. Coating should remove easily from drywall. If not, 

re-cover with plastic and allow more time for MAX Strip to 

penetrate before testing again. 
 

 

Use a scraper blade to remove softened texture, taking care not 

to damage underlying surface. Catch the removed softened 

texture in a painter’s tray and discard safely. 
 
 
 

 

To finish, wipe entire area clean with a damp cloth to ensure good 

paint adhesion. Must be neutralized with water or MAX Strip will 

continue to work. Allow surface to dry completely before patching, 

sanding or painting. 


